iMEUS CA TALOG 1985
Since 1926 ZEUS has been manufacturing racing components and bicycles of the highest
quality. In this catalogue we are presenting a more complete line of components and accessories
from other manufacturers with prominent names in European cycling as well as the full line of
quality items from ZEUS.
Zeus Cyclery Corp. has been distributing top quality components and accessories for ten
years and we continue to expand our product line to better serve our faithful longtime customers.
The most exciting new addition is the new ZEUS SUPERCRONOS SERIES. This new component group is the best yet from Zeus. Currently used by the 1985 Zeus/Fagor Team(France),
this group has a straightforward design and functionality not found in our earlier models. Derailleurs shift crisply with a greater chain capacity (rear will take 30T cog), incorporating a new
system of nylon bushings to lighten the touch and make shifting more accurate. All the components in this new line are lighter with no sacrifice in their unexcelled durability and function.

ZEUS-MAiLLARD Freewheels
Zeus Track Components
Zeus New Racer Components
Zeus Supercronos Components
Modolo Brakesets, Ash accessories
Saddles
Notario pedals
Rudy shoes
3ttt stems, bars
Stroh cables, housing, accessories
Iris chains
Roto roofracks, bicycle stands
REG bottles, cages
Roto rollers
Slocum windtrainers
Zefai-Sarri pumps
Roto windtrainer
Wolber-Super Champion-LHR tires, rims
REG helmet, accessories
Wheels, Spokes
Zeus hand tools
REG-Roto tools, accessories
Suarini crankset
Roto components
Rinder lights and generators
Razesa Framesets
Zeus-Razesa Bicycles
Model clothings, hats
Zeus Cronos Bicycle
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FREEWHEELS
With 13 years on the market, the Zeus Freewheel
was the the first to allow for complete interchangeability of Splined cogs in any position
and for any ratio. The durable freewheel body is
unaltered from the original and the New Super
Earlumin cogs are now rocklined giving them a
surface hardness approaching steel.
REF.
(A) 29000 Z-20007 speed alloy freewheel, fits 6 speed hubs,
narrow chain must be used. Freewheel ratios
available: 13 to 30 teeth.
(B) 29100 Z-2000 6 speed alloy freewheel, fits standard 6
speed hubs. Freewheel ratios available: 13 to 30
teeth. Also available in black anodized finish.
(C) 29150 Z-2000 5 speed alloy freewheel, standard width,
ratios available 14 to 30 teeth. Also available in
black anodized finish.
«

^(D) 29200 CRITERIUM steel freewheel, 6 speed model,
features Z-2000 freewheel body and steel cogs.
Freewheel ratios available: 13 to 26 teeth.
(E) 29250 CRITERIUM steel freewheel, 5 speed model, free
wheel ratios available 14 to 26 teeth.
(F)
Z-2000 alloy freewheel cogs. 7 speed cogs are
slightly narrow and not interchangeable with 5 and 6
speed COQS.

(G)
(H)

CRITERIUM steel cogs.
Spacers for CRITERIUM freewheel cogs.

(I) 39001 Z-2000 freewheel body, standard on all ZEUS
freewheels
(J) 20099 ZEUS
freewheel
remover
FREEWHEELS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BRITISH OR
METRIC HUB THREADING
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corps compact CC

Maillard 700 "Compact" Freewheel - 7 SPD — BSA
Steel — 12 x 13 x 14 x 15 x 16 x 17 x 18
All Ratios and Types Available
Refer to price list for the other
MAILLARD freewheels we carry.

MS (6V)
MT (7V)

